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Question(s) Presented: Did respondent prove “exceptional circumstances” that would allow her to rescind 

deportation order and reopen the case? 

 

Holdings: “The IJ should have recognized that exceptional circumstances justify granting Petitioner’s motion to 

reopen. In this unusual case, denial of Petitioner’s motion was arbitrary and irrational.” 947 

 

Rationale: Pre-IIRIRA rules allow court to reopen based on a compelling factual situation. 

 

Facts: Citizen of Guatemala entered U.S. EWI in 1985. NTA in 1995. 

 

Procedural History: 

• 1996: Applied for suspension of deportation (hardship waiver) 

• June 27, 1996: IJ: Ineligible for suspension of deportation; 45-day trip to Guatemala to visit and nurse 

her mother, who had had a stroke, was not brief or casual and so interrupted the continuous physical 

presence requirement. 

• July 8, 1996: Filed appeal with BIA 

• 1999: Moved, sent change of address, court did not receive this 

• April 2, 2001: BIA reversed IJ’s decision, holding that the trip abroad was “brief, casual, and innocent”! 

Remanded case, but hearing notice did not reach her and was returned to court. 

• IJ: ordered her dismissed in absentia. 

• Deportation order: neighbor from old neighborhood passed it along, and respondent filed a motion to 

rescind & a MTR 

• IJ: Denied MTR because no “exceptional circumstances” 

• BIA: Affirmed 

 

Appeals to Statute & Precedent: 

• Singh v. INS, 295 F.3d 1037 (9th Cir. 2002): compelling facts & exceptional circumstances—

respondent appeared 2 hours late for his hearing, although he had shown diligence in attending five 

previous and was eligible for the relief he sought. 

 

Relevant U.S. History: PRE-IIRIRA rules apply. 

• “the court should grant a motion to reopen an in absentia order where exceptional circumstances exist or 

where the alien was not afforded statutorily required notice.” 947 

 

 


